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Abstract

In vitro cell-based assay with human cells is getting attention since the accuracy of preclinical predictions
of drug responses should be improved to reduce costly failures in clinical trials. In order to generate
reliable predictions, a micro-engineered biomimetic systems, so called “Body on a Chip: BoC” was
proposed. The BoC make it possible to investigate the effects of drugs/metabolites on various organs by
assembling a closed-loop medium circulation system on one microfluidic device. In this talk, we
demonstrate our two examples. One is a BoC in which human heart and liver cell lines are integrated to
evaluate the effects of an anti-cancer drug (doxorubicin) on cell survival. The next is a BoC in which
human gut and liver cell lines are integrated to investigate Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).
In both examples, a three-dimensional (3D) polymeric device fabrication technique based on the reliable
3D lithography with the process optimization method is applied to realize a better performance of the
integrated fluidic components such as a valve and a pump.
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